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Download FREE woodworking plans
for these projects
The following projects were featured in Popular Woodworking in the last
couple years. In each free plan you get a cutting list, a decription of the
construction process and a downloadable construction drawing in PDF format.

Byrdcliffe Cabinet
The furniture built by the Byrdcliffe Arts &
Crafts Colony in the early 20th century is rare,
unusual and expensive. Luckily, it's easy to
build at home. CLICK HERE

Stickley Side Table
The first step to building a Morris chair CLICK
HERE

Pattern Cutting on the Table Saw
With a simple jig, as seen in these free
woodworking plans, you can transform your
table saw into an accurate pattern-cutting
machine. CLICK HERE
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A Contemporary Mobile File
Cabinet
Looking for a sleek and contemporary project
that helps organize? Just read this free plan to
see how easy it can be. CLICK HERE

Garage Golf Caddy
A weekend in the shop gains you a handy
place to store everything you need for golf.
CLICK HERE

Heirloom Photo Album
A special board and some hardware are all you
need to make this album. CLICK HERE

Rough Lumber Cut-off Stand
Cut long lengths of lumber to rough size
without four sawhorses or a helper. CLICK
HERE

All-weather Morris Chair
All it takes is $40 in pine, a saw and a drill to
build this outdoor Morris chair. CLICK HERE
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European Telephone Console
Keep your phone, phone books, keys and
small umbrellas in order with this fashionable
modern console. CLICK HERE

Router Table-Mate
Make your own router table for less than $50
by using these woodworking drawings and
techniques. This one is easy to make and
store. CLICK HERE

Shaker Bench
This unassuming bench is an excellent lesson
in making wedged through-tenons. CLICK
HERE

'Welcome Friends' Plate
This simple scrollsawn collector’s plate will
charm visitors to your home. CLICK HERE

$175 Workbench
After a lot of figuring I came up with a simple
plan: Build a bench for less than $175. CLICK
HERE
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Contemporary Shelves
It's rare that bookshelves look as interesting as
the objects you display on them. These
shelves are easy to build and knock down for
storage. CLICK HERE

Drill Press Table
Drill presses are designed mostly for
metalworking. Dress yours up with this table we give you all the project plans - and you'll
find it indispensable for woodworking, too.
CLICK HERE
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Pattern Cutting on the Table Saw
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With a simple jig, you can use
your saw to cut duplicates of
parts.
Sure, I have a router and a handful
of pattern-cutting bits. But many
times when I need to make
duplicates of an odd-shaped part, I
turn to my table saw instead.

This complex shelf was traced, roughed out
and trimmed to size in less than five minutes
with only one clamping setup. Try that with
your router.

With a shamefully simple jig (it’s two
pieces of wood) clamped to my
saw’s fence, I can cut patterns all
day long. I think it’s faster than
pattern cutting with my router for
several reasons.
First, when roughing out the shape
of the blank on my band saw, I don’t
need to cut real close to my line like
I do when pattern routing. I only
have to get within 1-½" of the line
instead of within 1/16" to 1/8".
Second, there’s less clamping
involved with this table-saw method.
Normally I screw or nail my template
to the side of the part that won’t
show (the underside of a shelf, for
example) and go. I can do this with
pattern routing, too, but I’ll still need
to clamp everything to my bench,
make part of the cut, readjust the
clamps and then finish the cut.
When I use the table saw, I screw it
and cut it.

Build the Jig
The jig should take five minutes to
build. It is simply two narrow strips
of ¾"-thick wood nailed and glued
on one long edge into an “L” shape.
One of the strips of wood should be
as long as your table saw’s fence.
Its width depends on how thick your
project’s stock is. For cutting
patterns in ¾" stock, rip this board to
1-5/8" wide. The second one should
be 1-¾" wide and about 6" shorter

Once your jig is clamped to your fence, you
need to align its edge with your sawblade. A
square will get you close, but a follow-up test
cut or two will get you exactly where you
want to be.

One of the big advantages to cutting patterns
with your table saw is you don't have to be
real accurate when roughing out the stock.
With a router, you need to cut pretty close to
the line so the tool can handle trimming the
last bit of stock flush. With this table saw
setup, you have to be within 1-1/2" of your
line –– which means you're much less likely
to accidentally cross it, too.

FOr this cherry corner cabinet, I screwed the
pattern to the shelf on its sappy underside. A
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than the first board. Nail and glue
these two boards together using the
drawing as a guide.

couple brad nails would also do the trick.
Align the shortest part of the pattern flush
with a jointed or straight-sawn edge.

Set Up Your Jig and Use It
Install a quality combination blade in
your saw. Clamp the jig to your
fence with the jig flush to the table.
Slide the table saw’s fence over so
the jig overhangs the blade and
raise the blade until it almost
touches the jig.
Using a square, line up the edge of
the jig with the edge of your
sawblade’s teeth. Now wax the edge
of the jig to make things slide more
easily.
Screw a couple pieces of scrap
together and test your setup. When
the cut is complete, the two pieces
should be perfectly flush. Adjust the
fence until this is the case.
Now you’re set. Align the shortest
part of the pattern with a jointed or
straight-sawn edge. Trace the
pattern on your stock using your
template as a guide. Rough out its
shape using your band saw and
then screw the template to your
stock. Push the pattern against your
jig’s face and slide it forward. Be
cautious when sawing short lengths.
You’ll probably be surprised how
accurate and easy this is, and give
your router a rest every once in a
while. PW
Christopher Schwarz is a senior editor at
Popular Woodworking
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